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importance. The reaction that matters is not the reaction
on foreign-owned, but on British-owned, capital. Here popular
fears in great part arise out of a mistaken belief that a British
citizen can escape British income tax on his investment income
by merely investing abroad instead of at home. This is not
so. A person technically resident in England is liable to
British income tax in respect of the whole of his income,
wherever it arises ; even, under the Act of 1914, of that part
of his foreign income which is not brought home but is re-
invested abroad. The result is that, if, while continuing to
reside in England, he makes investments abroad, he will not
only not escape British income tax, but mQ find himself
subject both to that income tax and also to the income tax,
if any, of the country in which he makes his investment.
Under a later Act income derived by British residents from
investments in the British Dominions is subjected to British
income tax at only half the current rate ; the purpose being
to mitigate the discouraging effect of double taxation upon
inter-Imperial investment. But even here there is no question
of a British resident being allowed, while continuing a British
resident, to reduce the aggregate amount of his tax burden
by making investments outside the country. No doubt, a
man who wishes to break the law and avoid taxation by
perjury may be able to do this more easily when his income
originates outside than when it originates inside the national
borders. Apart from fraud, however, a British citizen can
gain nothing by investing abroad rather than at home, so
long as he himself remains a resident here. High taxation
has no tendency to drive British capital abroad otherwise than
in company with its owners.
§ 3. The position is substantially the same as regards
driving British work, mental or manual, abroad. A person
who is resident in England — in the sense that he lives in
England for not less than six months of the year, or maintains
a house in England — is liable to British income tax on the
proceeds of his work, wherever this is performed. Hence, if
he wishes to avoid the tax, he must not merely transfer his
work but also abandon British residence. Hence, for capital
and work alike, the crucial question is whether and how far
high taxation here is likely to induce people to abandon
British residence.

